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Abstract. This paper is concerned with the problem of the management 
of pollution by a local government which aims at the achievement of 
certain environmental standards within a relatively short time horizon. 
It is assumed that this government disposes of financial means which 
might be spent on subsidies to encourage the polluting agents to build 
their abatement facilities, and also possesses a legislative power to impose 
environmental levies on emission for the non compliance to the standards. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper1 is concerned with the problem of the 
management of pollution by a local government 
which aims at the achievement of certain environ
mental standards within a relatively short time 
horizon. It is assumed that the government uses 
financial means which might be spent on subsidies 
to encourage the polluting agents to build their 
abatement facilities. It also possesses a legislative 
power to impose environmental levies on emission 
for the non compliance to the legislated standards. 

The idea of making a polluter pay for caus
ing environmental damage has already been ex
plored in general, cf Tietenberg (1990), as well 
as in some details: e.g. for the static set up 
see Sergerson (1988), for non point-source pol
lution Xepapedas (1992), for point-source pollu
tion Krawczyk (1995), for the global environmen
tal management van der Ploeg & de Zeeuw (1992), 
Haurie & Zaccour (1993) and Martin et al. (1993) 
etc. However, the idea of the local government fac
ing a range of options: to tax, subsidise or to do 
both appears to be new in the environmental con
text. 

This paper, together with a few "dynamic game" 
papers (like the cited above Haurie & Zaccour 
(1993) and Krawczyk (1995)), can be seen as one 
which establishes a base for the legislation, ac
cording to which the polluters would be taxed de
pending on how much they pollute, rather than 
emit as is in the case of the emission permits ap
proach. Moreover, this paper is different from 
most of the above cited papers, in that it addresses 
explicitly the transition problem from a current 
"polluted" environmental state to a "desired" en
vironmental state. The model which we will use 
to study the local government options is a version 
of the leader-follower set-up, for which an open 
loop Stackelberg equilibrium will be sought (see 
Ba§ar & Olsder (1982), Ba§ar (1989)). Another 
novelty of the paper consists of using the maxi
mum principle with parameters for the solution of 
the leader's problem. 

The paper is organised as follows. The physical 
situation which we model in this paper is pre
sented in Section 2. The hierarchical optimisa
tion problem which models the "game" between 
the local government and the polluting agents is 
described in Section 3. In Section 4, the solution 
to the game is presented. A simple illustrative ex
ample is provided in Section 5. The paper ends 
with concluding remarks. 

1 Presented at the JFAC/IFORS/SEDC Symposium on 
National & Regional Economies, Gold Coast 1995. 
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2. THE ECOLOGICAL ECONOMICS 
PROBLEM 

The ecological-economic situation which we study 
in this paper, is as follows. There is a geographic 
region like a river basin with a few economic 
agents i = 1, ... N whose productive activity q;(t) 
generates a by-product ( emission) 

e;(t) = f;(q;(t), K;(t)) (1) 

where K,(t) is the abatement capital and t is the 
(continuous) time. We assume that J,(·, •) is con
vex in either of its arguments with 

BJ, > 0 BJ, < o 
8q; - ' 8K, - . 

The agents are assumed to not observe the cu
mulative effects of their emissions on the state of 
the environment. However, the agents are levied 
rv;(e;(t)), T 2'. 0 by the local government for each 
unit of the emitted pollutant e,(t), where v;(·) is a 
function which allows for the pollutant's diffusion, 
decay and transportation from the source down to 
a critical area at which the government wants to 
enforce a standard. This function is known to each 
agent and to the government, and can be a so
lution to the pollutant's transportation equation, 
cf Krawczyk (1995). 

The agents also face an environmental lobby 
which can mobilise the public to boycott the i
th agent's production should he2 operate without 
an adequate level of K;(t). Moreover, the agents 
expect a subsidy </>I,(t), cp E [O, l] from the govern
ment for their abatement capital expansion I;(t). 
It is this paper's task to study whether the gov
ernment programmes r, cp, and the lobby pres
sure, can induce the agents to invest in their active 
abatement capacities so that the pollution level is 
within tolerable limits. 

Let S(t) denote the pollutant's concentration in 
time t E [O, T] at an environmentally critical place 
(a river section, say) and Sis a desired standard in 
the finite time T. Suppose that the local govern-. 
ment together with ( or because of) the environ
mental lobby launches a campaign that pollution 
has to come down from S(O) to S(T) as close as 
possible to S. In practical terms, the government 
announces that, for a period [O, T], the tax level 
will be T and the subsidy progrannne et,. The lob
byists are also campaigning against the emission. 
For the agents, this could mean that they have to 
install, use and keep after T, a discernible amount 
of the abatement capital (the more capital the less 
"hassle" from the environmentalists). Otherwise, 
the agents will face their products' boycott. 

2 With no prejudice against either sex we will refer to a 
sexless agent as he, and as they to the local government. 



Under the above circumstances, the i-th agent's 
pay-off function can be modelled as follows: 

tr; = e-pT M(K;(T))+ 

J{ e-P•(p,q,(t) - g;(q,(t), e,(t))
(1 - q,)h;(l;(t),K;(t)) - rv;(e;(t))]dt (2) 

where M(K;(T)) represents the future gains of the 
installed abatement capital and could be negative 
if K;(T) was below the environmentalists' expec
tations. Function g;(·, •) is the production cost. 
Its dependence on e; allows for the fact that al
though the i-th agent does not realise the cumula
tive effects of his emission, he may be interested in 
the clean production in his own interest, if e.g. his 
water intake is below his effiuent pipes. Function 
h;(·, •) is the investment cost, p; is an exogenous 
price and p is the discount rate. We assume that 

Dh, > O Dh, > O 82h, 
81; - ' DK; - ' DI'f 2': O, 

8
2
h, > O 

81(? - ' 
' 

8
2
h; > O 

a1,aK, - ' 

and that the installed abatement capacity changes 
according to the following equation of motion: 

k,(t) = -µ,K,(t) + I,(t), } (3) 
K;(0) given 

where µ; is the abatement capital depreciation 
rate. The investment cost hi is convex and in
creases in both I; and K;. We also assume that 
its mixed second order partial derivative is non 
negative, which allows us to capture the fact that 
the incremental investment is costly. Similar qual
itative behaviour is assumed about the function 
g;(q,, e;). 

The government may have at their disposal a 
third "programme" (i.e. one more beside those of 
T E nt and </> E [0, 1]) namely, the cleaning ef
fort c E nt which will have to be exercised, if 
the instruments T and </> have failed to induce the 
agents to diminish their emissions. The pollution 
S(t), in some critical area (a section of the river 
below the "last" agent, say) can be modelled as a 
result of the transportation and accumulation of 
emission, as in the following equation: 

S(t) = -(<5 + c)S(t) + ~~1 v;(e;(t)), } (4) 
S(O) given 

where <5 is the natural cleaning rate. 
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3. THE GAME MODEL 

3.1. The follower's problem 

Given the government programmes: the subsidy 
rate</> and the tax rate T, each producer (follower) 
is supposed to solve the following problem: 

max (2) 
q;(t),I;(t) 

(5) 

subject to (1), (3), with the other parameters be
ing fixed. Note that the producers are not cou
pled either through the market, because they are 
presumably small; or, through the environment, 
as due to their "myopia" they do not realise the 
cumulative effects of their production by-product 
e,(t) on the surrounding world. 

3.2. The leader's problem 

The local government aims to stabilise the criti
cal pollutant's concentration ( 4) around the level 
S, which is socially and politically acceptable. 
The government is therefore choosing programmes 
</>,rand c so that, at time T, S(T) reaches S while 
a financial balance is observed. This task can be 
modelled in the following way: 

Find (</>,r,c) E [0,1] X nt X nt } 
such that 
S(T) =S 

subject to ( 4) and 

y(t) 

y(O) 

= ~~1[rv;(e;(t)) } 
-</>h;(l;(t),K;(t))] -l(c), 

= 'Jb y(T) = ii 

(6) 

(7) 

where/(·) is the convex cost cleaning function, y 
is an initial budget of the local government and y 
is the budget end-point condition3• 

3.3. A Stackelberg game 

The government, in order to chose, for the time 
horizon [O,T], the right values of (</>,r,c) E [O, 1] x 
nt x nt, has to allow for the followers' reaction to 
the instruments </> and T. The leader is therefore 
looking for a solution to 

(6) subject to 
and 

(4), (7) } 

(5), (1), (3). 
(8) 

A solution to (8) defines an open loop Stackelberg 
equilibrium (OLSE) for the game played between 
a local authority (leader) and polluters (follow
ers). 

3 Various policy options may be investigated: 'fj = 11.ept, 
ii= O, etc. 



This solution concept (OLSE) is renown for the 
time inconsistency of the leader solution see Basar 
and Olsder (1982), Basar (1989). However, for the 
situation at hand, this solution concept seems rele
vant. The local government, once having declared 
(and probably legislated) the pollution abatement 
programmes for a "short" time horizon T, shall 
not risk their reputation by changing the pro
grammes before T has lapsed. Consequently, the 
government will stick to the announced ef, and r. 

4. THE SOLUTION 

4.1. The reaction function 

Introduce the current adjoint state variable >.,(t) 
for each follower. The i-th follower's current-value 
Hamiltonian is 

H, p,q,(t) -g,(q,,f;(q,,K,)) 

(1 - ef,)h,(I,, K;) - rv;(f;(q;, K;)) 

+ >.,(t)(-µ;I(; + I;). (9) 

Assuming an interior solution, the necessary con
ditions for the optimal reaction of the i-th follower 
tor, <p, care: 

8H, = O 
8q; = p; _ Og; _ T OV; 0 f; = O (lO) 

oq, of, 8q, 

~1' = 0 = >., = (1 - ef,) :~: (11) 

The canonical system of equations is given by ( 4) 
and 

5.,(t) 
8g· 8f· 8h· 

= (p + µ,)-+ 8f; 8I;, + (l - ef,) 8~, 

8v, 8f; 
+ T 8f, 8K; (12) 

where all q;s and I,s are supposed to satisfy (10) 
and (11). The end point condition for >.(T) is 

>.-(T) = -,TdM;(K,(T)) 
' e d(K;(T)) 

(13) 

and has been obtained through the transversality 
condition. 

The above equations determine the i-th follower's 
reaction function to the leader's programmes, and 
can be attributed the following economic interpre
tations. 

1. Equation (4) is the i-th follower's dynamic 
constraint. 

2. Equation (10) shows that the marginal rev
enue equals the marginal cost. The latter is 
the sum of the marginal production cost and 
the marginal emission cost. 
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3. Equation (11) says that the investment is cho
sen so that its net marginal cost equals the 
abatement shadow price. 

4. Equation (12) describes how the abatement 
capital shadow price evolves; it also deter
mines the portfolio balance. 

Obtaining the optimal reactions I;, K; and q; as 
explicit functions of ef, and r requires the solution 
of the two-point boundary value problem ( 4), (12-
13). This will be done for a a collection of simple 
functions g;, h; etc. in Section 5. 

4.2. The leader's optimisation 

The leader solves (6), (4), (7) allowing for the 
followers' reactions (10)-(13). 

Under the assumption that there exist unique 
f., and {j;, which solve the follower's problem, 
the leader's Hamiltonian will be composed of one 
basic term4 representing the leader's dynamics, 
which comprise the pollution dynamics (4) and 
the financial balance dynamics (7). Hence the 
leader's current-value Hamiltonian is 

H = 0 [-(8 +c)S+ t,v,(e,)] + 

W { t,[rv,(e,) - ef,h,(I,(t),K,(t))] - l(c)} (14) 

where the multipliers 0, w depend on t E [0, T], 
and are the leader's adjoint state variables. 

The government's optimisation problem is partic
ular in that their controls are constant, and de
generated in that there are no time dependent 
controls at all. This requires us to use the "spe
cial" maximum principle formulation for the op
timal processes with parameters, cf Pontryagin et 
al. (1962), Theorem 17. The necessary conditions 
for the optimal c, ~, f are the "usual" ones: 

8H 0 = -
88 

= (8 + c)0 

,p _8H =O 
8y 

and the "special" ones: 

(15) 

(16) 

T " T 

0(T) 1 :! dt + w(T) 1 :! dt = 0 (17) 

T " T 

0(T) 1 :: dt + w(T) 1 :~ dt = 0 (18) 

4 It would have a second term: the instantaneous leader's 
cost, if the performance index ( 6) contained an integral of 
this cost. If the follower's problem did not have an explicit 
unique solution, the followers' adjoint state dynamics {12) 
would too have entered the leader's Hamiltonian. 



T · T 

0(T) 1 :: dt + \Ji(T) 1 :! dt = 0. (19) 

Notice that because the leader's state variables 
S, y and >. have the T-ends fixed, the correspond
ing adjoint state variables 0 and \Ji will have their 
T-ends free. 

The leader's optimality conditions lend them
selves for the general economic interpretation. 

a. Equation (15) tells us that the abatement 
capita! shadow price is an exponential func
tion and that it depends on the cleaning pro
gramme c. 

b. Equation (16) tell us that the shadow price 
of financial resources is constant. 

c. Equations (17)-(18) set the leader's termi
nal shadow prices' values at levels for which 
the budget's changes, accumulated within the 
transition period, due to cleaning (subsidis
ing, taxing - respectively), are "balanced" 
by the pollution changes caused be the same 
instrument. 

5. NUMERJCAL ILLUSTRATION 

We will use the above obtained conditions to an
swer a question what should be the local gov
ernment's subsidising and taxing programme, in 
a simple environmental-transition management
problem. 

We suppose that the time horizon for the problem 
is short e.g., 

T = 10 quarters. 

This makes valid an assertion, that the capital will 
not depreciate i.e., µ = 0. Moreover, we assume 
that the pollution self-cleaning process is minimal 
and that the local government does not dispose of 
their cleaning facility; hence ti = 0 and c = 0. The 
emission abatement function is linear, so 

v;(f;(q;, K;)) 

where 

({J; - a;K;)q; 

O<K<{J;_ - . - a; 

(20) 

(21) 

The cost functions, of production and investment, 
are given, respectively, as 

g;(q;, ·) 

h·(J. ·) 
' " 

= lliQi 

b;I~ 
2 •. 

(22) 

(23) 

The producers are assumed to be myopic, hence 
M(·) = O; moreover the interest rate is zero5 • 

5 Notice that however radical the simplifications might 
look, they are not essential in that they lead to the limit 
results. The original leader's model satisfies the joint con-
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We set up the following parameters' values, as 
in Table 1. We assume that the initial pollution 

fh .2 a, .01 
fl2 .25 a.2 .015 
{k .3 0.3 .02 
b, 100 a, 3 
b2 100 a2 4 
ba 100 aa 6 
q, 10 p, 9 
q2 20 P2 11 
q3 30 Pa 15 

Table 1 Parameter values. 

S(O) = 100 is to be curbed at the level of S = 200. 
Notice that the target S is above the initial pol
lution level which is a reasonable requirement be
cause of the no cleaning option. 

A numerical optimisation procedure was executed 
and the optimal susbidisation rate was computed 
as 

J = .8081 

and the optimal taxation rate as 

f = 3.7954. 

Suppose that the local government did not want to 
implement any subsidising or taxing programme. 
We will now present the pollution level to which 
this laissez faire option would lead, and compare 
it with the government controlled situation. It is 
evident (see Figure 1) that the local government 
programme is efficient in that, after the ten unit 
( quarters, as said) transition period, the desired 
accumulated pollution level is attained. 

It is interesting to see how the government's finan
cial situation changes, once the programme (J,f), 
of optimal subsidising and taxing, has been im
plemented. It is shown in Figure 2 that the pro
gramme is practically self-financing: by the end 
of the transition period, the tax income balances 
the subsidy expenses. 

From the producers' point of view, for the pro
gramme to be implementable it must not decrease 
the incomes dramatically. Table 2 can ensure the 
local government's decision makers, that while the 
agents' incomes for the laissez faire option are 
larger than when the producers' follow the gov
ernment programme (i.e., when they install the 

tinuity conditions, see (Dutta et al., 1994). Therefore, 
the solution to the leader's optmisation problem is jointly 
continuous in all of its parameters (p, 0 etc.), see ibidem. 
Hence the results obtained for the simple model are indeed 
the limit results. 
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Fig. 2. Financial balance. 

abatement capacities), the income gap is proba
bly not prohibitive for the programme to be com
pleted. 

Figure 3 shows how the abatement capacities grow 
under the optimal subsidising and taxing pro
gramme; the top panel provides information on 
the abatement capital shadow prices. 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

We have solved a transition problem of environ
mental management which was modelled as a 
leader-follower dynamic game. We have shown 
how an extended version of the maximum prin
ciple can be used for this purpose. The neces
sary conditions have provided two sets of general 
economic interpretations (1 - 4) and (a - c). We 
have also solved a numerical example and illus
trated the fact that the proposed mathematical 
technique could help in a local government's deci-
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Agent: II 1 2 3 

no 
controls 600 1400 2700 
optimal 
controls 524 1210 2358 

Table 2 Agents' incomes. 
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Fig. 3. Abatement capital growth. 

sion making process. 
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